Rockworks 15 Serial Crack 14
This is my 100th article, and I just had to share this with you. The Rockworks 15 Serial Crack 14 is very simple and easy to use. It's a new way of getting the most out of your Rockworks software by crackin' new code on top of it, like a real programmer would! There's no funny business here: I'm not telling you about any future or past cracked codes; I'm just giving you the tools for your own benefit.
Let's get started!
- How does it work? It doesn't require any additional programs or code changes in order to be successful. Without talking about excessively complicated and technically-advanced methods, let me just say that unlike other existing "cracking tools", this one doesn't need any special knowledge nor technical background. And it's not "impossible" to do - just take only a quick look at the source code and
you'll get an idea about how to carry out such work.
- The latest edition of Rockworks allows editing of textures. This means we can use any XMS 3-D texture in the game without any problem - including fancy fancy textures like "stencil" or even "Photoshop". Furthermore, we can edit all kinds of materials (oils and liquids), and add new ones (and even replace some).
- With this program, we can do the same thing! We can edit any material of any game, and create our own. This allows making new 3-D models for textures (for example polyslices, where the game uses DirectX effects), which will override the existing ones. For example, you can replace one polysilicone material with another.
Likewise, we can replace materials with some other materials that belong to different games (for example Replicant). We can also make new ones like "manhole cover". It's not limited to replacing any materials! We can create our own "new" materials and replace these with various textures (such as "glass", or even more complex ones like stained glass).
- The secret behind all this is the "Community Patch" for Rockworks.
- What's the Community Patch? If you haven't heard about it yet, here's a short description:
The Community Patch is a program that allows use of any kind of texture in any game. Most textures, including complex ones like stained glass, are supported without requiring additional plugins or other programs. Even more - It allows us to create new textures. It upgrades our Rockworks software by adding new functions to it, without changing the way the program itself works.
What kind of textures are allowed? The patch supports ALL kinds of textures (unlike Rocktoolkit 1 and 2 which only support simple materials like lava or slime). The patch supports any texture - including stencil, waterdrops, even "Photoshop" textures! It's all possible because the new "decompiler" converts the data extracted from the games into ordinary images.
The patch is being constantly improved. Recently it was updated to support more complex materials like stained glass, and more advanced features are being added all the time.
- The Community Patch is all about textures. So what's this got to do with Rockworks 15 Serial Crack 14?
The new edition of Rockworks boasts editing of textures! This means we can use any XMS 3-D texture in it without any problem - including fancy fancy textures like "stencil" or even "Photoshop".
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